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Product description:

Product description:

TNT-Super Salmon + is a fortified salmon hydrolysate containing chitin, kelp, amino
acids, volatile fatty acids and natural fermentation organisms. It provides both short term
and mid term nutrition for your crop while promoting a flush of beneficial microbes for
continued support of your plants. The King of fish hydrolysates, it is rich in soluble fats
and the building blocks for proteins and complex phytochemicals that can help reduce
insect and disease pressure in plants.
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DIRECTIONS for USE:

DIRECTIONS for USE:

Product must be diluted. Minimum dilution rates are for product: water. Mix thoroughly
before use(do not use air). Not likely compatible with calcium inputs. Depending on soil
or tissue tests, additional nutrients may be added as indicated. Always jar test mixtures
prior to filling equipment. Once diluted, this product is highly biologically active;
therefore, do not leave diluted product in equipment and clear/flush lines if it will stand
for more than 4 hours. While this product has been filtered for ease of use, it is advised
to filter it to the specifications of the equipment being used to avoid potential plugging of
equipment.
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Application Rates:
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In trench/broadcast: up to 2 gal/acre (min 1:3 dilution)
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Foliar/fertigation: up to 2 gal/acre ( min1:10 dilution)
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STORAGE:

STORAGE:

Prevent product from freezing. SuperSalmon+ continues to produce a small amount of waste
gas from the fermentation at temperatures above 40 degrees F. Vent the container during
storage to avoid possible bursting of the container. Store SuperSalmon+ in a cool place and
out of direct sunlight.
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NOTICE:

NOTICE:

Seller warrants that product conforms to its chemical description and is reasonably fit for
the purpose stated on this label when used in accordance with directions under normal
conditions of use. Since weather, crop, and soil conditions vary, (TNT Farming Solutions)
seller makes no warranty of any kind, expressed or implied, concerning the use of this
product. User assumes all risks of use and handling, whether or not following directions or
suggestions.
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Keep out of reach of children and pets. Do not inhale or ingest. Avoid contact with skin,
eyes, & clothes. If contact is made, flush eyes with water, clean skin, or wash clothes.
Consult a doctor if swallowed. Wear protective gloves and wash hands thoroughly after
handling. Do not eat, drink, or smoke when using this product. Handle in a well ventilated
area. Do not feed to livestock.
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